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john C lefgrensLefgrens april sixth purports to be a scholarly work that
attempts to show that both the birth and resurrection ofjesusofjesus fell on
april sixth and that the church was organized exactly 1830 years to
the day afterjesusafter jesus birth however if one seeks a careful summary of
the latest evidence p xv promised in the foreword he has
come to the wrong place the work literally abounds in unjustified
assumptions misinformation and misunderstandings on a number
of levels

first of all the general methodology is unscholarly in his ac-
knowledgmentsknowledgments p vii lefgren describes his general method of
working the original inspiration for this book came in finland one
evening in the early spring of 1977 when I1 was reading the eighth
chapter of third nephi in the book of mormon since that evening I1

have searched for the chronological harmony of april sixth to even
the most casual reader the problems attending this method are
blindingly obvious to set out to prove a point rather than examine
all the evidence before drawing a conclusion is to go at it backwards
when working on a scientific or historical problem lefgren seem-
ingly labors on both fronts one neither constructs the theory before
the experiments nor prior to carefully sifting the sources to do
otherwise makes the case in advance and most often proves only the
investigators preconceived notions

but apart from the faulty general methodological approach
there are specific historical and scientific problems that make april
sixth an unsatisfactory book 1 datingjesusdating jesus birth 2 using erro-
neous astronomical methods and proof 3 making faulty historical
and calendrical links 4 dating jesus death and resurrection and

5 using new world chronometry to solve old world calendrical
problems
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DATING JESUS BIRTH

one of the most vexing problems for new testament students is

to establish the date ofjesusofjesus birth apelaprilapilatrilatmilaper sixth rightly notes that the
fundamental difficulty in arguing for a birth date that falls during
april 1 BC is the statement made byjosephusbyjosephus the jewish histori-
an who was almost a contemporary with jesus that king herod died
after an eclipse of the moon and before the following passover most
scholars point to the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC what is most
astonishing is the fashion in which josephussjosephuesJosephuss information is simply
dismissed as writings that can be ambiguous and inconsistent
p 14 quite to the contrary recent decades have witnessed a stun-

ning series of confirmations that josephus is indeed a reliable histo-
rian one has only to recall his description of the last days ofjewish
resistance at masada the mountain fortress overlooking the dead
sea which finally fell to the romans in AD 73 1 dr yigael yadinbadin
the archaeologist who oversawoversad the excavation of masada between
1963 and 1965 astounded the scholarly world by showing that at
every point at which the archaeologists tools could check his record
josephus had been perfectly accurate even though he himself had
not accompanied the roman garrison during that siege all of which
goes to show that josephus made painstaking efforts to be factual
whether he were an eyewitness or not

lefgren notes that a major problem in datingjesusdating jesus birth is dat-
ing herodshernds death the widely accepted view thatjosephusthat josephus was refer-
ring to the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC has been recently disputed
by W E filmer p 13 and note 7 2 after noting the eclipses of
9 10 january and 29 december 1 BC filmer opts for a date for
herod s death between 9 january and passover in 1 BC since this
seems to fit best the evidence as he views it at first glance it appears
that this is fundamental support for aarelapril sixtussixths thesis that jesus
must have been born later than 6 or 5 BC the dates required if in-
deed herod died in the early spring of 4 BC interestingly lefgren
departs from filmer and by himself assigns herodshernds death to the pe-
riod between the eclipse of 29 december 1 BC and passover of
AD I11 even though this eclipse was well past its zenith by the time the
moon appeared above the presumably cloudless horizon ofjerusalemofjerusalem

josephusjosephusjewishjewish war VIIVIL viiivm 1 ixix 2 252 406
wee should note that there were several lunar eclipses which not only could have been seen inin

jerusalem on a cloudless night of course but also would have fallen within the period which forms the fo-
cus of discussions on the date ofjesusofjesus birth the following are four of these lunar eclipse dates 1 night of
15 16 september 5 BCB C 2 night of 12 13 march 4 BCB C 3 night of 9 10 january 1 BCB C and 4 early
evening of 29 december 1 BCB C
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but even filmersellmersdilmersFilmers observations have not held up under scrutiny
lefgren cites in note seven an article by professor timothy D barnes3barnese
which proves beyond a doubt that the passover which followed
herod s death was the passover of 4 BC let us review that evidence

joesphusjoesephusJoesp hus stated that antony declared herod to be the king of
the jews in rome 4 in another work he said herod reigned thirty
seven years before his death and ruled thirty four years after the death
ofofantigonusantigonus I1 who had ruled previously 5 all roman sources agree
absolutely withjosephusswith josephussjosephuesJosephuss chronology and leave us with the following
clearly outlined picture antony had gone east in 41 BC after the
battle ofofphilippiphilippi in september 42 BC to raise money for the civil
wars all sources concur both that he spent the winter of 42 41 in
egypt with cleopatra and that during the next year parthian forces
invaded syria the parthiansparthianaParthians were led by Q Labienus son ofjuliusofjuliusjuilus
caesarscaesaraCaesars general of that name and pacoruspocorusPacorus son of king orodesarodes
during 40 BC pacoruspocorus was warmly received in jerusalem hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus
the high priest was overthrown and herod escaped to rome where
he was proclaimed king ofofjudeajudea three years later antony sent an
army under C sosiusjosius to drive labienusbienusLa out ofjudea and to establish
herod as king pocoruspacorusPacorus had been killed in 38 BC although he had
been declared king while absent fromfromjudeajudea herod began his rule in
residence in 37 BC and coins struck by sosiusjosius establish this particular
date consequently josephus s statement that herod was made king
thirty seven years before his death places his demise in 4 BC observ-
ing that reignalmeignal years were anciently always reckoned inclusively ie
if a monarch lived but part of a year his rule was reckoned as if it had
included the entire annual period

it is absolutely impossible then that thatjosephussjosephussjosephuesJosephuss reference can be
taken in any other way clearly ruling out the insistence in aperaprilapilapfl sixth
that herod must have died three or more likely four years later
further the roman historical sources which support josephus cannot
be dismissed with a wave of the hand as apflaprilapilaper sixth does when it sur-
prisinglyprisingly claims that historians are able to define within a tolerance
of at least two years the timing of the fifteenth year of tiberiussTiberiuss
reign p 19 mentioned in luke 3311 let there be no mistake about
it there exists no tolerance of at least two years implying pre-
sumablysumably two years one way or the other and thus a slippage fac-
tor of four years the time of death for tiberius s predecessor

aseesee3see timothy D barnes the date of herod s death journaljournaloftheologicalstudiesof Theological studies new series 19
aprilapri 1968 204 9

josephus4josephusjewishjewish irmarwarbar L xivxiv 33w284f284f
josephus antiquities XVIIXVIL viiivm 1 igiiglffl9l191
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augustus is known almost to the minute the afternoon of
19 august AD 14 and it is plainly established that tiberius was
proclaimed emperor four weeks later on september 17 6

professor barness telling observations take us one step further
away from the posiposlpositiontion taken in april sixth noting that jewish tradi-
tion assigns herodshernds death to the seventh day ofofchislevchislevchisleaChislevsiev the jewish
month that corresponds to portions of november and december of
our calendar in this connection barnes naturally noted the eclipse
that occurred during the night of 15 16 september 5 BC it has
always been somewhat difficult to fit within a three week period
following the eclipse of 12 13 march 4 BC all the events mentioned
by josephus that were connected with the closing of herodshernds reign
but if as barnes suggests herod really died on 7 chislevchisleaChislev 5 BC that
is in early december then the dating of herodshernds death would fit
not onlyjosephuss notation that herod died between the eclipse and
the following passover but also the jewish tradition which assigns the
event to the month of chislevchisleaChislev consequently although lefgren
must have been aware of this information since he cites barness arti-
cle he did not take it into account in his attempt to solve this key
problem for dating jesus birth in terms of old world chronology
thus lefgrensLefgrens solution in april sixth is exposed as a house built
upon sand

astronomical PROBLEMS

next let us turn to the six particular problems of astronomical
phenomena which form a major bulwark of the scientific proofs of
april sixth

1 on pages 43 44 lefgren maintains that two lunar calendars
seem to have been in use in jesus day more on this to follow the

galileansGalileans and phariseesPharisees who allegedly followed a sunrise to
sunrise measurement of the day would have started their lunar
month about twelve hours before the calendar commission oftheodtheof the
sanhedrin witnessed the crescent of the new moon p 44 the
chart on pages 38 39 graphically supports this notion but this is

madness what evidence is there that any society ever began a lunar
calendar month without the new moons being sighted any calen-
drical system based on the phases of the moon has always relied on
the first sighting moreover observance of the sliver above the
western horizon on the day expected can never be counted on as

tacitus annals LI1 10 13
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assured so how one asks incredulously could the galileansGalileans and
phariseesPharisees know at sunrise of a given day that that day should be the
first day of a new month when the calendar commission had to wait
until sunset of that evening to verify whether the first sliver of the
new moon was actually visible if it were not visible then they had to
wait until the next evening to check again for the beginning of the
new month

2 in table 1 on pages 22 23 it is claimed the astronomical
new moon occurred at 149 pm on wednesday 22 march 1 BC
and that about 28 hours later the thin lunar crescent was sighted in
jerusalem at sunset on thursday 23 march thus beginning the lunar
month of nisan but any sighting of the new crescent moon within
twenty four hours or so of the astronomical new moon is deemed so
unusual by modern astronomers that such spectacles are counted
among the earliest sightings ever recorded it seems astonishing that
lefgren wants us to believe that this particular new moon was seen in
near record time

3 in the two difficulties discussed above it is clear that april
sixth assumes another thing that cannot and should not be assumed
that the sky was clear on the dates chosen see also p 58 anyone ac-
quaintedquainted with seasons in the holy land knows that winter and early
spring constitute the rainy season of the year Is it not too much to
presume that those particular evening and night skies almost 2000
years ago were clear just when april sixth says that they were

4 A big thing is made of distinguishing between stars and
planets when discussing the appearance of the new star at atjesusjesus birth
p 17f but the ancients did not make that differentiation the
greek word from which our word for planet is derived refers in the
first instance to a wanderer that is a wandering star As late as
copernicus even the sun was called a planet since it like the other
planets wandered in the heavens among the fixed stars

5 astronomical data does not prove that the triple conjunction
of saturn and jupiter of 7 BC occurred during october as is
claimed p 17 A triple conjunction a phenomenon in which two
planets appear to pass very closely together three times because of our
angle of sight from the moving earth cannot possibly occur during a
single month the three conjunctions of 7 BC in fact fell on
27 may 1 october and 5 december

6 one always has to bear in mind that on such questions as the
date ofjesusofjesus birth the evidence of astronomy will not and cannot be
decisive the fact that the question has been raised again in recent
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months illustrates that there continues to be room for debate 7 in
the end it is the evidence from history based on the testimony of
eyewitnesses when it is available which alone can resolve such
problems

calendrical PROBLEMS

one major historical difficulty derives from another calendrical
concern linked to the world of the new testament beginning on
page 14 atrilaprilatmil sixth notes that there is a question about the identity
of the governor roman sources say that person served as governor
during AD 6 7 several years after jesus birth date by any computa-
tion but the identity of the roman appointed governor is of second-
ary importance because it draws attention away from the primary
issue the taxation requirement to which joseph and mary were re-
spondingsp when they journeyed from nazareth to bethlehem for
other than lukes notation no confirmation can be found in contem-
porary roman sources of a call for an enrollment of the people of
palestine for a possible solution we must turn to tertullian an ear-
ly christian writer who died about AD 225 and thus who wrote some
two hundred years after the fact with obvious reference to lukes
statement tertullian maintains that the census was taken mjudeajudeamaudeain
by sentiusdentius saturninusSaturninus 8 governor8governor in syria during the years 9 6 BC
a time period which does not match the theory of aazelapril sixth if in-
deed tertullian had access to public documentation of the census as
he seems to have had then Leflefgrcnslefgrenskrensgrens position remains without any
support

JESUS DEATH AND resurrection
apelaprilapil sixth concludes that jesus died on 3 april AD 33 and

arose from the dead on sunday 5 april appp 42 47 in his discus-
sion lefgren has noted there appears to be a question whether the
last supper was indeed a passover meal as in the synoptic gospels or
fell rather on the day before passover as in the gospel of john
through the years the solution to this difficulty has been approached
in a number of ways but apelaprilapil sixth claims unexpectedly and
without any documentation that the problem is to be resolved by
noting that judeansjudeaneJudeans and sadducees differed by one day in their

7seeaseeeejohndejohnjohn mosley when was that chrichristmastmasamas star giffithgriffith observer 44 december 1980 2 9 who
suggests that a serlesseriesserlesseries of remarkable conjunctions involving jupiter mars venus and the star regulus be-
tween 12 august 3 BBCC and 27 august 2 BBCC may point to the astronomical phenomena seen by the magi

against marcion iviv 9 see discussion mjin J finegan handbook ofofbiblicalbiblical chronology princeton NJ
princetonpnnceton university press 1954 p 237f
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calendrical reckoning from galileansGalileans and phariseesPharisees it is true that
the ancient israelite reckoning that the days beginning came at
sunrise seems to have still been known among the jews ofjesus day
this can be seen in the synoptic gospels as opposed to the more of-

ficial view that the day began at sunset as reflected injohninjohn lefgrenlegren
either ignored this in his calculations or did not know about it
in any event in atrilaprilapilatritaperapfl sixth he has invented something out of thin air
to explain a discrepancy which can be and should have been solved on
other grounds naturally the solution makes a good deal of dif-
ference as to which year one selects to fit his idea that jesus was resur-
rected on the fifth sixth of april but the year ofofadefadAD 33 is also
suspect any calculation that the passover of AD 33 fell on 3 april a
friday has to be based on a study published bybyjJ K fotheringham
in 1934 in a more recent study R A parker and W H dubber-
stein raise serious questions about fotheringhams work and all but
show that the passover of ADA D 33 fell on may second a saturday9Saturdaysaturdays9
thus april sixtussixths reconstruction cannot be held inviolate to say the
least

OLD AND NEW WORLD CALENDARS

april sixth treats three pivotal assumptions as if they were
established facts unfortunately for the reader the book gives no
hint that the following are mere hypotheses

1 it is possible to measure accurately in terms of both old
world chronology and modern calendars the length ofjesusofjesus life by
using book of mormon chronometry

2 the mayan calendar and thus the nephite calendar was
based upon egyptian calendrical measurements

3 following the sign of jesus birth nephitesNephites reckoned time
from the very day of that sign
while these presuppositions concern calendrical matters linked pri-
marily with the book of mormon and the new world lefgren uses
them inextricably to reach his solutions of old world chronological
difficulties

using book of mormon chronology to measure the length of
jesus life especially in terms of old world calendar systems must
fail simply because we do not know what calendrical arrangements
were employed by the nephitesNephites there exists some evidence that the
people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia and possibly thejaredites used a lunar calendar

richard A parker and waidowaldo H dubbersteinDubberstem babylonian chronology 626 BCADBCB C ADA D 75 chicago
chicago university press 1942
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this observation is based on the notation of nine moons as the
length of time during which a certain coriantumr lone survivor of
thethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite people lived with zarahemlas people omni 121 but
whether the nephitesNephites themselves employed a lunar or solar calendar
at the time ofjesusofjesus birth is a question for which the book of mormon
provides no clear answer it is begging the question for aazelapril sixth to
maintain that the nephitesNephites followed the egyptian civil calendar
after departing jerusalem appp 49 515 1 there are too many puzzles
which remain unresolved 1 we do not know that lehi followed
this system in preference to the religious calendar of the kingdom of
judah which in his day included the festivals enjoined by the law of
moses 2 we do not know whether the nephitesNephites used a lunar or so-
lar calendar 3 it remains undemonstrated that the egyptian civil
calendar became the basis for later mesoamericanMesoamerican time calculations
4 there is no proven link between the nephite system of reckoning

of time whatever it may have been and that used by indian civili-
zations which flourished later the calculation of the number of days
in nephite reckoning between the date ofjesusofjesus birth and the date of
the sign ofjesus death 12049 days p 5522 1 is based not only upon
unproven assumptions related to all of these problems but also upon
highly questionable data which has been generated by considering
the dates ofjesus birth and resurrection from old world sources

in this connection there remains one further point to be made
regarding book of mormon calendars aarilaprilaarel sixth stiffly maintains
that at the sign ofjesusofjesus birth the normal reckoning of time was in-
terrupted and the nephitesNephites began a new reckoning marking
the meridian of time and the beginning of a new age p 32 what
it does not say is that the prevailing calendar was not altered until
nine years after the appearance of the sign 3 nephi 25 8 further
there is no evidence that the beginning of the year itself was altered so
that each subsequent year began on the anniversary of the sign it
seems just as possible if not more probable that the nephitesNephites made
the year in which the sign appeared simply the first year of their new
calendrical system rather than moved the start of the year to the an-
niversaryniversary of the sign s appearance the legal religious and cultural
difficulties caused by such a dramatic shifting of dates would have
brought chaos to the nephite society

we cannot leave off without making one final comment the
major supporting pillar throughout apilaprilapet sixth remains the statement
found in dac 202011 without exception this scripture is interpreted
as a clear reference that the formal organization of the church took
place precisely 1830 years after the birth ofjesusofjesus but is that the only
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possible way to understand this passage Is it not just as likely that
the phrase one thousand eight hundred and thirty years since the
coming of our lord and savior jesus christ in the flesh constitutes a
passing acknowledgment by the lord of the date on which according
to our current calendrical system the church was being organized
why should it mean more than that no less a commentator than
elder bruce R mcconkiemcconkleMcConklektekie has noted we do not believe it is possible
with the present state of knowledge including that which is known
both in and out of the church to state with finality when the natal
day of the lord jesus actually occurred10occurred10 because it cannot be
proven that the passage in dacd&c 20 is anything more than a notation
of the date of that very special and solemn organizational meeting of
the church the entire enterprise of aprilaprilsixthsixtasixthsexta remains at very best
largely unscholarly misleading and clothed in doubt

bruce R mcconkie the mortal messiah from bethlehem to calvary book I1 salt lake city deseret
book 1979 P 349 see also hyrum M smith the doctrine and covenants containing revelations given to
joseph smith jr the prophet with an introduction and historical and exegeticalExegetica notes liverpool
england george F richards 1919 p 138
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